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By Doug McMillon |  February 19, 2015

Editor’s Note: Earlier today, Walmar� CEO Doug McMillon sent this letter and video to our U.S. associates,
outlining a new approach to the jobs we offer.

As many of you know, I’m really proud to have been a Walmar� associate for a long time. This company has
given so many of us oppor�unities beyond our wildest dreams. We joined Walmar� because we wanted a job
but found much more than that. This company is a really special place. One of the reasons we’ve had some
success is that we’ve known that every person, every voice, every idea has potential. You’ve heard us say
things like our secret to success is that we’re all working together and that “our people make the
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difference.” While that phrase star�ed as a meeting theme in 1979, it became a way of thinking. It’s what we
believe. It’s what I believe. Our actions must match our beliefs. So today, we’re announcing a series of
impor�ant changes that demonstrate our commitment to you, our associates.

After all, we’re all associates. We have different roles at different times in our career and every one of them
is impor�ant. Today’s cashiers will be tomorrow’s store or club managers. Today’s managers are tomorrow’s
vice presidents. Tomorrow’s CEO will almost definitely come from inside our company. During our recent
Walmar� U.S. year beginning meeting, I asked all of those in the arena, more than 7,000 people, to stand if
they star�ed their Walmar� career in an hourly role. It felt like almost everyone stood up. It was an emotional
moment. It made the word oppor�unity real.  In fact, our statistics show that about 75% of our U.S.
management teams began in an hourly role. 
So, how do we make sure that each one of you has the same oppor�unity, or better, as those that came
before?

It star�s by making sure we’re setting you up for success. We need great store managers and assistant
managers who know what they’re doing, care about you and know how to teach effectively. We need stores
with the right tools and environment for you to thrive. I think you feel the same way.  When I’m out in stores
today, one thing I hear from associates at all levels is that you want to be freed up and empowered to serve
your customers better.  You also want to know that there’s oppor�unity here and that your hard work will be
recognized and rewarded. Our business is pretty simple when we boil it all down; sometimes we make it too
complicated.

I’ve seen us change a lot over the years. We’re always trying to do the right thing and build a stronger
business. We frequently get it right but sometimes we don’t. When we don’t, we adjust.  In recent years
we’ve had tough economic environments, a rapidly growing company, and fundamental shifts in how
customers are shopping.  We also made a few changes aimed at productivity and efficiency that undermined
the feeling of ownership some of you have for your business.  When we take a step back, it’s clear to me
that one of our highest priorities must be to invest more in our people this year.

Today, we’re announcing a package of changes in Walmar� U.S. that will kick off a new approach to our jobs. 
We’re pursuing comprehensive changes to our hiring, training, compensation, and scheduling programs, as
well as to our store structure, and these changes will be sustainable over the long term.  

One of the most immediate changes is that we’ll raise our star�ing pay, and we’ll provide oppor�unities for
fur�her raises based on per�ormance.  For our current associates, we’ll star� by raising our entry wage to at
least $9 an hour in April, and, by February of next year, all current associates will earn at least $10 an hour. 
I’m also excited about an innovative program we’re launching for future associates that will allow you to join
Walmar� at $9 an hour or more next year, receive skills-based training for six months, and then be
guaranteed at least $10 an hour upon successful completion of that program.  We’re also strengthening our
depar�ment manager roles and will raise the star�ing wage for some of these positions to at least $13 an
hour this summer and at least $15 an hour early next year.  There will be no better place in retail to learn,
grow, and build a career than Walmar�.

Sam’s Club is also making some impor�ant changes today, specifically to star�ing wages. Around the world,
we operate with the same set of beliefs, and we’ll continue to share what we learn across countries. Every
associate matters.  

As impor�ant as a star�ing wage is, what’s even more impor�ant is oppor�unity, and we’ll continue to provide
that ladder that any of you can climb.
I’ve seen it.  I’ve lived it.  And I want nothing more than for every Walmar� associate today to feel that same
connection to the company that I feel and to have the same oppor�unities I’ve had.  Let’s work together to
serve our customers, grow our company, and take care of one another. 
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Thanks for all you do.  You really do make the difference.
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